
Role
UK Tag Nationals Coach

Role type
Part-time, Voluntary

Closing Date
23rd October 2023

Overview
Try Tag Rugby’s 13 UK Tag Nationals regions are accepting applications for coaches across five
categories for the 2024 edition of the national tournament. Applications are equally encouraged from
aspiring coaches, starting out on the development pathway as well as from experienced coaches with a
background in tag rugby and other sporting arenas.

All coaches appointed for 2024 will receive a £20 voucher to spend in the Try Tag Rugby shop and will be
invited to drinks with the Regional Managers following the tournament as a thank you for their work.

The opportunity to coach your region at the 2024 UK Tag Nationals is an exciting one that will see you at
the forefront of the growth of elite tag across the country. Further opportunities both within your region and
with Great Britain Tag Rugby are available to successful Nationals coaches.

Responsibilities
Assist a Regional Manager on a voluntary basis over the course of the 2024 UK Tag Nationals
programme with a specific focus on the following aspects:

● Lead on player recruitment within their region
● Plan and run a regional trial to identify talent and provide equal opportunity for selection to all

players
● Lead on selection for the team they are responsible for, adhering to UK Tag Nationals eligibility

rules
● Design a training schedule that is suitable for the availability of the team and that does not clash

with Try Tag Rugby leagues within the region
● Prepare the team appropriately for their Regional Tournament in February/March 2024 and for the

UK Tag Nationals in May 2024
● Assist players and the Regional Manager with sponsorship bids for their team/region
● Help the Regional Manager with tasks that they may wish to delegate
● Work collaboratively with coaches across the region's other sides to ensure best practice
● Explore the opportunity for training matches with other regional teams
● Uphold the spirit and letter of the UK Tag Nationals rules and regulations as well following the Try

Tag Rugby code of conduct

*Not all responsibilities will be required in each region

Further details about the role of a UK Tag Nationals coach can be found in the 2024 coach and player
brief.

Applying
To submit an application please email your relevant Regional Manager before 23rd October 2023 with
your relevant experience and some brief details about your passion and interest in coaching.


